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NATIONAL SCHOOL AWARD 2022



ASSEMBLIES AT A GLANCE !!



STATE OF THE MONTH
GUJARAT

Every month the school takes up a State/UT of
India and various learning activities are conducted
in all classes to make our students aware of the

rich heritage of our country.
#EKBHARATSHRESHTHABHARAT

 The students enthusiastically participated in the
'Show and Tell' activity related to Gujarat and
shared their personal research and learning

pertaining to the states cuisine, tourist locations,
traditional attire etc.



National Handloom Day is observed to highlight the contribution of the handloom industry in the
socio-economic development of our country post independence, and how this sector is seeing a revival

due to Government support.

Block Printing activity was done
by our students as a part of

National Handloom Day
celebration.

National Handloom Day

07.08.2022



Quit India movement
“Truth alone will endure, all the rest will be  always in the tide of time”

A day was dedicated to ‘The Quit India Movement’. 
Students actively participated in slogan writing and role play activity.
They assumed the roles of our freedom fighters, conducted research on
the movement and enacted it. The activity made them understand the

importance of this movement.

08.08.2022



Rakshabandhan
Rakhi is not merely a silken thread but a tradition that binds brother and sister

beautifully in a relationship forever.
On this occasion of Raksha Bandhan, our Students celebrated this

festival with great zeal by making beautiful handmade rakhi, thereby depicting the
true essence of this festival.

11.08.2022



Independence Day
"Tri-colour is India's pride, which needs no guide.
Each colour has its own delight, where one is for

peace while other is for unite".
While the country is geared up to celebrate India's
Independence Day, Vbians also in full enthusiasm
are ready to celebrate it. And when there's any
celebration, well, food can't be too far behind !

With an aim to inculcate respect for the country and
Tiranga and to introduce diversity in our food as well
as promote healthy eating habits amongst our young
ones, Cooking without fire activity was organised.

Students displayed their culinary skills with the hues
of tricolor. They made different Tri-colour and the range of the dishes were as

diverse as India itself from tricolor sandwiches to tricolor
Fruit salad,sweet desert and much more. These dishes were

not just a feast for the stomach but for the eyes too.

15.08.2022



Janmashtami
The Students celebrated Janmashtami, the birthday of Lord Krishna through

creative presentations. They dressed as Lord Krishna and Radha and gave
astounding dance performances. They also displayed their creative side by

decorating matki / flute.

19.08.2022



The first step towards change is awareness.
Students shared their knowledge about 

mosquito borne diseases and how to curb there
spread. 

World Mosquito Day
20.08.2022



Senior Citizen Day

The Day is celebrated to spread awareness about the welfare of
the elderly. It is also a day to express gratitude towards them

for their unconditional love,  
our students spent quality time

with their grandparents and shared cards, posters and
pictures displaying their bond of love.

21.08.2022



National Sports Day
 

Sports and games are an integral part
for the healthy growth of a child. The
students exuberantly  participated in

all the sports activity.

29.08.2022



Ganesh Chaturthi
On the fortunate occasion of Ganesh Chaturthi, our

students displayed artistic efficacy and presented their
eco-friendly 

Ganesha.

31.08.2022



"Story telling is the most powerful way to
put ideas into the world today."

__Robert McAfee Brown
Our students wonderfully enacted the tales
of Sheikh Chilli using various props, which

made the session interesting and enjoyable.

Story Telling



Computer Enrichment Activity

Students wrote an article based on
social networking sites, integrating

the activity with the English
subject.They got to know about the
pros and cons of social networking

sites.



Maths 

Students learnt the factor

tree method and made a

beautiful factor tree to

find the prime factors of

different numbers.



English 
Story narration plays a very important part for building connections

between people and ideas. It helps a child to visualize spoken
words, improves vocabulary and better communication skills. as  well
as giving them opportunity to learn from ideas and things they have

never encountered before.



The environment around us is an essential part
of human survival. Taking care of it, is part of

our duty.
 

Being the responsible citizen of the country,kids
are showing their awareness towards the

environmental hazards and playing their role
towards a clean planet by taking the pledge to

keep our Earth Clean.

Social Studies 
 



Music
Students were trained for drum fills so that

they could get a good start over drumming and
use them to create rock music in future.

FILLS SIMPLIFIED



Music
PIANO

(LEVEL-1)
Students played 'Mary had a little lamb' in unison,

they played with metronome or beats and with proper
finger number.



Art
Students learnt how to
draw Sam Larson hybrid

polar bear. They were very
excited to draw the shape  

of bear and draw the
landscape in it. They learnt
negative positive area and
filled  color in it, using

different types of
textures.



Badminton
Our students are

enthusiastically learning the
basics of badminton. They

practiced holding the rackets
and techniques of serving and
tried their hands at throwing
the shuttle and returning the

delivery.



Swimming

Dalai Lama once said, "Happiness is the highest form of health."
And what gets 'shiny smiles' on their bright faces, is pool full of water to dive in. 

Our students enjoyed themselves in the pool during their swimming classes.



21st Century Skill: 
Leadership & Responsibility

Students made the class rules , displayed prominently in the
classroom which will be followed throughout the year by each

student.They also decided what action the whole class will take if
any student is found violating any of the class rules.This fostered

a sense of responsibility in them.



Class Display Board
Classroom displays
are an essential

element of learning,  
they reinforce key
concepts and help

children retain
information. Our
classroom display
this month was on
State of the month

: Gujarat.



SDGS
 21st CENTURY

SKILLS
The Sustainable
Development Goals
are a collection of 17
interlinked global
goals designed to be
a "blueprint to
achieve a better and
more sustainable
future for all.

21st century skills refer
to the knowledge, life
skills, career skills,
habits, and traits that
are critically important
to student success in
today's world.

The School is committed to
provide an enriching learning
journey and conceptualised a
curriculum that includes
learning about sustainability as
well as key 21st century skills
to enable our students to be
global citizens.

PRODUCTIVITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY



UPCOMINGEVENTS

 Nutrition Week
 Teacher's Day
 Hindi Week
 World Hindi Day
 World River's Day
 World Environmental Health Day
 World Heart Day

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

01.09.2022 - 07.09.2022
05.09.2022

06.09.2022 - 08.09.2022
14.09.2022

26.09.2022
26.09.2022
29.09.2022

SDG2 - ZERO HUNGER 
21ST CENTURY SKILL - PRODUCTIVITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY


